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Hold your own treasure hunt!

Why not hold your own treasure hunt using everyday
objects? We have included some fun example clues

below, but you could also have a go at creating a few!
 

1. I come in pairs, I’m easy to lose, I go between your feet and your
shoes. (socks)
2. I’m a paste that doesn’t glue. How many times a day do you use

me? Two! (toothpaste)

3. This coat can only be put on when wet. (paint)
4. When rain’s in the forecast and you don’t want to get wet,
grabbing me before you leave the house is a safe bet. (umbrella)
5. I’m tall when I’m young and short when I’m old. (candle)

6. What has a head and a tail but no body? (a coin)
7. When someone doesn’t swim in the ocean, then this animal
might be the cause, because they’re afraid they’ll be bitten by this
large fish who’s the star of Jaws. (toy shark)
8. I have a spine but no bones. (book)

9. By the TV is where I can be found, thanks to my buttons I provide

all the sound. (remote)
10. Give me a tap and I’ll give you some suds, I come in handy when
you're covered in mud. (soap dispenser)



11. What can hold all days, weeks and months, but still fit on a
table? (a calendar)
12. If you went to the cinema and I wasn’t there, I’d be missed. I
need to be heated up well, in order for me to exist. (popcorn)
13. I begin and end with the letter “e,” and usually only contain one
letter. (envelope)
14. I’m full of holes but can still hold water. (sponge)
15. I’m grown underground, but have skin and eyes. I can be eaten
mashed, roasted or as fries. (potato) 
16. If you drop me I’m sure to crack, but give me a smile and I’ll
always smile back. What am I? (a mirror)
17. I have three eyes and I frequently knock down ten people with a
single strike! (bowling ball)
18. I’m in the kitchen, and you’ll never eat me, but Monster the dog
sure loves to greet me. (dog food)
19. What can travel all around the world without leaving its corner?
(a stamp)
20. I’m a band that doesn’t play instruments, but has plenty of
styles. (headband) 
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